Truthseekers
In Search of Values and Meanings

This program was
created to encourage you
in your quest for truth
through the recognition
and development of
values and meanings in
your life
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Two
One evening a wise Navajo grandfather told his
grandson about a battle that goes on inside people. He said, “My son, the battle is between two
wolves inside us all.
One is upset; seeing the world through eyes
clouded with anger, jealousy, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt, and false pride - our lower
nature, a spiritless base instinct.
The other is at ease; seeing the world through
eyes open to peace, hope, humility, generosity,
compassion, faith, and joy; coming from spiritual
insight—our inner wisdom.”
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Wolves
The grandson thought about it for a minute
and then asked his grandfather: “Which wolf
wins?”

The wise grandfather replied,
“The one you feed.”
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Truthseekers Pledge
I commit myself to a lifelong
search for truth.
To the best of my ability I
will be a living example of
the truths that I find.
I will honor all other
Truthseekers, realizing that
there are as many paths to
truth as there are
people who walk them.
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Introduction to Truthseekers
Truthseekers is a growing community from all walks of life
who devote themselves to a sincere search for values and
meanings.
Truthseekers activities and programs empower young
adults to discern values and discover meanings for themselves by reflecting actively on their own life experiences
and on those of others. Truthseekers reaches out to young
adults who have begun their search for truth. Our program
provides them support and encouragement in recognizing
their own values and related meanings to assist them in
their lives.
While each Truthseeker ultimately discovers his or her own
values, the shared Truthseekers experience begins with
three values: love, forgiveness, and service. To love and be
loved is each person’s greatest need, and source of true
satisfaction. To forgive leads us to inner peace, restoring
our freedom to love. To serve others is love in action, and
produces the greatest joy in life.
Truthseekers works to develop each participant’s inner
urge to love, forgive, and serve. Young people are guided
in choosing their own values, and given methods that assist
them to consciously integrate those values into their lives.
We create a community that upholds and supports a journey into inner awareness.
We believe the Golden Rule is a natural and integral part of
our path and we wish to keep it a central focus throughout
our Truthseeker’s journey. We believe using the Golden
Rule to choose which values we want to adopt into our lives
is a useful and important tool.
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Truthseekers believes in the intrinsic worth of each person and is dedicated to affirming that worth. Each of us
has the ability to find wisdom within to affirm this worth.
We can activate this inner wisdom through the experiences we receive by living our values. Inner wisdom reveals truth and offers guidance on how to live that truth.
Our program helps young people distinguish
between their inner life and their outer life, and learn
how to evaluate and balance these two areas. In our
inner life we can choose to change ourselves. In our
outer life we have the ability to express our values
through our actions, thereby enhancing the lives of those
around us.
Young adults in Truthseekers learn to recognize the
difference between their minds and hearts. The mind is
where we make and rationalize our decisions. The heart,
on the other hand, is where we feel the consequences of
these decisions. Truthseekers teaches the habit of
consulting the heart before acting out decisions made in
the mind.
In this journal you will find the beginning of a new and
profound journey that will open up opportunities for you
to uplift and fulfill your life. Enjoy.
Welcome to Truthseekers.
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Journaling
Journaling is the time you take for private introspection.
For example, writing what you think about some of the
new ideas our discussions and this journal will present.
What feelings came up that were new, insightful or
surprising for you?
Science tells us that getting our thoughts down on paper
helps us rescript our thought processes. We can change
negative patterns to positive patterns simply by journaling—and it’s not necessary to save what we write. The
process is key—so we encourage you to write your way
to a new way of thinking—when you change your
thoughts, you change your world.

Note Taking
Note taking is the process of writing your thoughts on
paper during each discussion session. Note taking helps
us remember, add to, or reflect back on what we have
learned.

In this book there are blank pages we encourage you to
use to take notes or journal.
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Tool Kit

Values & Meanings * Service
* Forgiveness * Love * Community
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This Tool Kit
. . . focuses Truthseekers on five elements of growth:
values and meanings, service, forgiveness, love, and
community.
For the first four elements we experience four
arenas of growth:
Within ourselves
Within our family and among close personal
friends
Within the larger community in which we live
Within our world.
Before we move on to the five elements and focus on
the areas within the first four, we need to explore a
few perspectives that will serve as tools and
barometers for our personal character growth.
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The Golden Rule
“Do to others as you would
have others do to you.”
The Golden Rule permeates the belief systems of all religions
throughout history. Even those who do not identify with religion
have accepted this concept of treating others the way they would
like to be treated. See the chart on the following page.
A quote from the global ethic of the World’s Religions
“We are interdependent. Each of us depends on
the well-being of all of us, and so we have respect for the community of living beings. We
must treat others as we wish others to treat us.
We make a commitment to respect life and dignity, individuality and diversity, so that every
person is treated humanely, without exception.”
If so many religious and spiritual leaders, and if worldwide
cultures from centuries past have adopted such a concept for
treating others, then it must speak to something innate within
human beings.
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Cultivating
My Inner Wisdom
~Fostering a strong inner life I pay attention to
building my inner life. My inner life, which is
separate from my emotions, is where my values
and meanings are rooted. It is also where I have
the most control over my life. My outer life
interacts with people, things, and institutions that
may or may not be under my control. No matter
what I encounter in my outer life, my inner life can
be strong and satisfying and can enhance the
health of my emotions.
~Focusing on what is ideal and right My inner
life is where I am free to define what is ideal and
right for me. What is ideal and right is what I am
inspired to support and advocate in my outer life.
Loyalty to my ideals will reliably lead to contentment and satisfaction with how I live my life.
~Feeling thankful I make a habit of looking for
things to be thankful for—from the smallest to the
largest. Counting my blessings elevates my mood
and helps me recognize what is important to me,
how I can contribute to others, and what I can do
to foster my own happiness.
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What is our Inner Life?
My inner life is the environment where I choose
and develop how I want to act, think and who I
want to become. No one else has any control over
my inner life. I develop my inner life by choosing
the values by which I want to live. My loyalty to
these values determines who I become.
The inner life is the realm of our existence we can
learn to control. While we make choices in our
minds that affect our outer lives, the choices we
make are what determine the quality of our lives.
In our inner lives we can choose to let go of the
outside forces that try to control us. In doing this
we find a sense of contentment.
To work on our inner life - to choose values and to
learn to become loyal to them - is to deepen this
contentment.
My inner life teaches me that when I stumble and
fall I can recommit to the path that I’ve chosen.
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What is our Outer Life?
The outer life is a canvas on which our inner self is
reflected. Our outer life is where we put our values
into action. It is where we interact with the environment.
Everything we say and do is a reflection of the
values we are choosing. Our outer life challenges
our values with the influences we face every day. It
can be a distraction or an enhancement, depending
on our focus.
Our mind is a bridge between our inner and outer
life. Our thoughts directly affect how we react to the
outer life. The mind is a tool that we use to apply the
values we have chosen from our inner life to our
outer life. If we don’t consciously bring our values
forward, all we are doing is reacting, not thinking.
We influence our outer life by the decisions we
make. We have a choice. Some of us allow outer
influences to define who we are consequently
suffocating the wisdom of the inner life.

Later in this tool kit you will find suggestions for
helping you manage your inner life and outer life and
how to use your internal values to respond to life’s
challenges.
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Our Mind and our Heart
Our mind is where we rationalize our actions. Our
outer life is where we apply the words and actions
we’ve chosen.
Our heart is where the consequences of our actions
takes place. Do we feel good or bad? Do we think it
was right or wrong to do what we did? These feelings can prompt us to reassess our behavior and
change or grow if necessary.
Let’s take a look at the process through the story
below.
Siri wanted a scarf that cost $20. She didn’t have the
money so she rationalized the decision to steal from
her mother thinking her mother would never miss
it. She bought the scarf but felt guilt because she
had stolen money from her mother. When asked by
her mother if she knew where the money went, she
denied it. Siri felt the guilt in her heart, where the
consequences of her actions are felt.
She summoned up her courage and decided to
confess that she had stolen the money. She made a
decision to be honest.
Siri, by choosing to be loyal to the value of honesty,
has taken a step towards personal inner growth.
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Inner Life
Choose Values

Heart-Feelings
Feedback
Good/Bad
Right/Wrong

Mind
Choose Words &
Actions

Outer Life
Live Words &
Actions
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Definition of Spirit
We define spirit as the urge within to serve, forgive, and love.
Service is love in action. It is the greatest source
of joy in life.
Forgiveness brings peace within us and gives us
the freedom to love.
Love is the greatest need of each person, to love
and be loved. This is the source of true contentment.
We each have an inner voice to help us develop
values and make decisions.
Our inner spirit teaches us how to serve, forgive
and love.
We can learn to follow this inner voice by going to
our heart and listening.
Our inner spirit reveals truths and shows us how to
live those truths we discover.
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Introduction to
Values and Meanings

What has value?
For the purpose of this workshop we would like to
categorize what has value into three different columns.
Column A is represented by things, personal possessions that seem to make our every day life more
functional. Most of the people in the world do not
have access to these things.
Column B is represented by things that may or may
not have value and may or may not be universally
available to everyone. For example, a functional
family is an incredible value where a dysfunctional
family may not be.
Column C values all have three common denominators: they are universally accessible to everyone;
they are relationship oriented (we need each other to
grow them) and they all lead to love.
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Three different
representations of values

A

B

C

Money

Family

Service

Home

Friends

Forgiveness

Automobile

Intelligence

Loyalty

Technology

Athleticism

Honesty

Clothing

Good looks

Compassion

Stuff

Sense of humor

Courage

Pets

Mental Health

Respect

The Truthseekers program focuses on
the types of values in column C.
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Values are a set of principles or qualities we
choose to guide us in our daily life.
Meanings are the levels at which we understand
our values.
The relationship between values and meanings
continues to grow, providing a deeper
understanding between the two.
The more loyal we are in living our values, the
more the meaning behind the value grows.
Values are the windows to our spirit within.
As we choose and adopt values into our lives, the
windows become clearer, even transparent.
As the world of values opens up to us through our
active participation, a journey into our inner life
begins. As our inner life grows we share its true
wisdom with others.
Meanings are the birthplace of wisdom.
The way to become wise is to accumulate values.
Wisdom depends on your chosen values and the
resulting meanings which come from the courage
to live them.
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The more our understanding of values grows,
the deeper meanings become.

Ever increasing meanings awaken in us
a growing understanding of wisdom.
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Values
And
Meanings
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Meaning-Making
Did you know that there are different levels of meaning
which can be applied to values? They can be explored
by asking "Why?" Consider this example: The value is
generosity. Why would I be generous?


If I'm generous, I may get something in return



If I'm generous, I'll feel better




If I'm generous, I will make someone's life
better



If I'm generous, others may follow my example,
making our world a better place

When you choose a value, it isn’t so important which
level of meaning you start with. What is important is to
maintain a loyalty to that value thus increasing the level
of meaning behind the value.
Here’s an exercise
Observe your family, friends and acquaintances playing
out their own values. Can you determine what motivates
them to behave that way?
Engage them in conversation about their motivations.
Write an example of your observation and discussion on
the next page:
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Notes
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Notes
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Thoughts on Truth, Values
and Meanings
Truth is a living dynamic reality and cannot be
captured in words.
Truth is an insight that comes from reflecting
honestly on what gives life meaning.
Living your truth makes you a better person and
can help those who see the truth reflected in you
to live life better also.
Truth reveals higher values that are inherent in
unselfish service, forgiveness, and love.
Values are the understandings and attitudes that
cause us to live as we do.
Values are important to us. We have strong
feelings of rightness about what we value.
Our values influence our choices and therefore
who we become.
All values are intertwined in relationships with
others. As our relationships deepen, so do our
values and the meanings behind them.
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Meanings are the growing understanding
of the values we live.
As your loyalty to a value grows, so
does its meaning.
Meanings are the levels at which
we apply our values.
Higher meanings are reflected back
to us depending on the loyalty
with which we live our values.
When we choose a value to incorporate
into our life, the meaning of that
value begins to emerge.

Following are illustrations of some of the most
commonly identified values.
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25 Values
Goals for Truthseekers
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Acceptance

Acceptance of ones self and others is
the first step of real beauty.
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Authenticity

I aspire to be real and authentic with myself and
in all my relationships. I want people to come to
know me for the person I really am.
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Balance

The universe is so well balanced that the mere
fact that you have a problem also serves as a sign
that there is a solution.
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Show compassion by caring for your friends,
family and community. Compassion is
recognizing the suffering and pain of others.
Be gentle, listen, and love those in need.
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Confidence

Be confident in your ability to make decisions
and carry them through. There are qualities
within you that make you strong and able. If you
believe you can achieve, honest effort will be
frequently rewarded.
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Courage

Courage is when you try to do the right thing
even though you expect there may be
uncomfortable consequences.
To encourage is to give courage to others.
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Dependability

I want people to know they can depend on me to
do what I say I will do and to do what is right.
Dependability is a key to self respect.
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Encouragement

Miracles start to happen when you give as much
energy to the people around you as you do to
your dreams.
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Fairness

Be fair in justice, in sharing, in
inclusion and in opportunities.
Be fair, treat others as you would
like to be treated.
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Forgiveness

Abandon your anger and
resentments towards yourself and others:
free yourself.
The road to peace begins with Forgiveness.
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Generosity

Every single time you help somebody stand up,
you help humanity rise.
Give others your time, your encouragement,
and your material support.
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Gratitude

Gratitude is an attitude of thankful
appreciation. Be consciously grateful for life’s
daily gifts.
Gratitude is absolutely the way to
bring more into your life.
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Honesty

To be honest is to say and be connected with
your real and genuine thoughts and actions.
Honesty is fair, truthful, gentle
and not misleading.
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Hope

When the world says, “Give up” Hope whispers,
“Try one more time.”
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Kindness

Kindness in words creates confidence.
Kindness in thinking create profoundness.
Kindness in giving creates love.
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Listening

Listening is more than hearing. It is receiving
and interpreting data. It involves our ears, eyes,
and touch. When done well it leads to a greater
understanding and respect for others.
The word listen contains the
same letters as the word silent.
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Loyalty

Loyalty is choosing not to desert your friends,
your principles, or your obligations. Loyalty
keeps you from being easily diverted by peer
pressure or fear of disapproval.
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Openness

Openness listens. Openness is our willingness
to change and grow and accept new ideas, new
people, and new experiences in our lives
Everyone you meet knows something you
don’t know. Be willing to
learn from them.
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Patience

Have Patience with all things,
but first of all with yourself.
Patience is not the ability to wait but the ability
to keep a good attitude while waiting.
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Resilience is the ability to survive. It is the
strength to endure in the absence of advantage.
What lies behind you and what lies in front of you
pales in comparison to what lies inside of you.
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Respect others. Have a big enough heart to love
unconditionally, and a broad enough mind to
embrace the differences that make
each of us unique
Respect yourself enough to walk away from
anyone or anything that no longer serves you,
grows you, or makes you happy.
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Service

The highest privilege in this world is to lighten
the burdens of others.
Service is the rent we pay for being.
It is the very purpose of life, and not
something you do in your spare time.
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Sincerity is to speak and act directly
from your heart.
Sincerity is not to say everything you think but
to mean everything you say.
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Understanding

In order to truly understand others,
I am willing to release judgment and
cultivate discernment.
I am developing my capacity to listen,
consider, and respond with understanding.
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Living Values
Below are some ideas for consciously
recognizing values in your daily life.

 The source of my values is within

me and I recognize those values in
the words and actions of myself and
others

 My values are a set of principles or
qualities I choose to guide me in
living my daily life

 My system of values benefits from

regular reflection, periodic self
assessment, and healthy feedback
from others

 My strongest values are ones that
have been tested and ring true to
me through my life experience

 My deepest values are ones that

bring me the greatest satisfaction,
develop a sense of life purpose,
gain a spiritual connection in
myself and with others and help
me to live a life of integrity and
creativity
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My values become my own when I
discover them in my experience,
actively choose to adopt and follow
them, and let them determine how I live



My value system is dynamic: values can
grow in meaning through my life



At some point in my life I may choose to
change the priority of certain values in
my value system



As Truthseekers we pursue the quest
for truth through the development of
values and meanings in our individual
lives

As a Truthseeker, I don’t run from the storm; I experience every part of it so when the next storm comes I’ve
learned what works and what doesn’t. I will not only
survive, but will thrive.
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Adopting Values
We recommend a four step process for adopting
a value. It is important that you write down and
answer the questions in the first process.
1. What is your intention in adopting this value?
What do you gain by it? What does the spirit
within you gain by it?
To be successful we suggest that you work on
adopting your values in 3 ways:
2. In thought, pay attention when your thoughts
are in harmony with your values or when they
are in conflict. When your thoughts are in
conflict with your values, change them. The
power of thought has a strong influence on us
and creates who we are. Rid yourself of
thoughts that are not harmonious with your
values.
3. In word, when you find your words are out of
sync with your values, restate or change them.
Pay attention to how you express yourself.
Words are powerful, they can either be used
to create or destroy; practice using words to
create your higher self and uplift those around
you.
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4. In action, make certain your outer life is in
sync with your inner life. In adopting values,
you are in fact choosing how you want to interact with others. Make sure that your actions
towards others lives up to the values you have
adopted. If you find your values are in conflict
with your actions, realign your actions with
your values.
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List of Values
Everyone forms an initial set of values by which they
live. Throughout our lives we may recognize additional
values that we want to adopt. The Truthseekers
experience will introduce you to a new understanding
of values. Here is a list of some values you can scan
through to identify those you may eventually choose as
your own. As you read through the values below, pay
attention to those you are intuitively drawn to?

Acceptance
Affection
Authenticity
Balance
Commitment
Compassion
Confidence
Courage
Dependability
Devotedness
Discernment
Empathy
Encouragement
Equality
Fairness

Faith
Forgiveness
Generosity
Gentleness
Genuineness
Goodness
Graciousness
Gratefulness
Honesty
Hope
Integrity
Justice
Kindness
Listening
Love
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Loyalty
Mercy
Openness
Originality
Patience
Peace
Reasonableness
Resilience
Service
Sincerity
Sympathy
Tenderness
Tolerance
Trust

My top ten values
List ten values you would like to incorporate in your
life.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Why did you choose these 10 values?
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How do you feel these values will influence your life?
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Exercise on Values
List 3 values you appreciate in your friend.
Why are these values important?
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Exercise on Values
How do you feel when they uphold those values? Why do
you feel this way, can you give an example?
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Exercise on Values
How do you feel when they betray their values? Why do
you feel this way, can you give an example?

Sometimes we don’t live up to our values. What is important is that when we stumble we recommit. Loyalty to
our values is something that matures, it grows through the
intelligent decisions we make every day.
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Exercise on Values
List 3 values you most want to improve in yourself.
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Exercise on Values
Why did you choose these values? Why do you feel this
way, can you give an example? How will the choice of
these values affect your life?
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Exercise on Values
Choose a value from the list on pages 55. List the different reasons why you would adopt that value. Try to
rank your list on a scale from the most self-centered to
the most selfless.
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Tools
for
Values
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Living my Values with myself
Below are some actions for consciously
recognizing values in your daily life.
Remind yourself daily of the values you have
chosen by posting them on a mirror, your
mobile device, or desktop. This will remind
you to work on the values you have chosen.
As your values become a part of you, choose
new ones to add into your life.
Consult your values before making
important decisions.
When I notice a struggle in myself I will look
for a conflict between my actions or desires
in one or more of my values. In order to feel
better, I will adjust my actions to align with
my values.
What are the benefits of doing these actions
daily?

In order to really change, daily action is necessary.
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Living my values with family & friends
Below are some ideas for recognizing, supporting, and
encouraging values in your family & friends


Encourage family and friends to be aware of their
values



Be a living example of exhibiting loyalty to one’s
values



Support your family and friends in living the
values they choose

Living my values with my
community & world


Share the mission of Truthseekers with those I
meet



Assist others in their search for values and their
expanded meanings



Dedicate myself to making a contribution toward a
better world



Be a living example of the values that I have
chosen
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Tools
for
Service
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Service is an action
. . . that allows us to move outside of ourselves. Service is
an activity that is performed for the benefit of others.
Service is essential for change. Below are some ideas for
consciously recognizing the value of service in my daily
life.


Service is required to gain a greater understanding
of the world in which we live



Pay attention to your urge to serve, for it is the
pathway to greater understanding of the meanings
behind values



Service may be the most important way through
which we express our values



Service is the process by which we move from a
selfish to a selfless existence



Service is a gift we give to others

Only through service can we become selfless. Through
selflessness we enter the spiritual dimension of forgiveness and love.
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Ways I can serve myself
by serving my body. My body is the only vehicle I will
have in this life.


Study and practice optimal nutrition



Exercise regularly



Refrain from polluting your body

by serving my mind. My mind is what connects me to
others and the universe in which I live.


In-depth study



Positive reflection



Education



Healthy conversation

by serving my spirit. My spirit is the source of my
values.


Spend time with inspiring people



Spend time with people who encourage me



Learn and practice meditation



Learn to be comfortable with myself



Seek and explore other spiritual viewpoints



Seek inspiration wherever I find it



Spend time in nature



Inventory opportunities to forgive
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Ways I can serve family & friends


Spend quality time with my family



Help with projects around the house



Be understanding about my family’s point of view



Listen



Encourage



Be kind



Be helpful



Connect with extended family



Be lighthearted, cheerful and playful

Ways I can serve my community


Practice being a positive, friendly influence



Actively care about others



Stay current and volunteer in community projects



Participate and encourage friends and family to
engage in community activities



Recycle



Find and become involved in a local social justice
issue
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Ways I can serve the world


Come to the realization that we are one global
family and practice the golden rule



Be aware and get involved with global concerns



Be aware and get involved in environmental
projects



Find and become involved in a social justice issue
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Tools
For
Forgiveness
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The first to apologize is
the bravest.
The first to forgive is the
strongest.
And the first to learn from
it and move on
is happiest.
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Ways to Forgiveness
Forgiveness is one of the most powerful tools for change
and it is one of the most difficult elements to practice. It
is a journey that takes time, it is not a destination. While
being the most difficult it is also the most rewarding:
forgiveness is healing and makes a space to love.
When we forgive, a transformation happens inside of us
that causes profound growth. When we don’t forgive, we
allow the source of our anger to live rent free in our
head. Forgiveness is realizing you cannot change what
happened but you can change yourself by forgiving.
The value of forgiveness is powerful, but not simple.
Following are tools to experience the journey of
forgiving.

Letting Go
Forgiving frees me from the burden of spiteful thinking
or prolonged hurt. I get most of the benefits of my
forgiving so it is to my advantage to let go of thoughts of
retaliation quickly. I forgive even when the offender is
unrepentant and seems unworthy of forgiveness.
Forgiveness is critically important to my emotional,
mental, and spiritual health.
When I realize that I am carrying a desire to punish the
other person, I can first try the shortcut method of letting
go of those emotions.
If I have trouble, I acknowledge that I need help. My
inner wisdom will help me and will enable me to get out
of the grip of my anger, hurt and suspicion so I can cool
down.
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Forgiving is letting go of anger,
resentment, and hurt
By cooling down I am more capable of finding
compromises and making good decisions. My inner
wisdom will always help me find ways to treat the
other person as I would like to be treated.


Use my inner wisdom to cool down and
check in with my values. What do my
values tell me?



Acknowledge that bad things do happen
and forgiving and letting go of the wrong
doesn’t make it right



Acknowledge that anger and resentment
only hurt me. Ask myself if I am ready to
heal, realizing that forgiveness requires
faith that we can heal and the courage to
see it through.



Let go of the desire to punish and any
tendency toward feeling victimized or
suffering



When I forgive I’ll be able to enjoy the
benefits of letting go of anger and
resentment



When I embrace the value of forgiveness
and let go of the anger that binds me, I
discover the hidden potential within that is
a source of true joy
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Bearing a grudge and carrying fear or hurt from my
lower nature are so damaging to me emotionally,
mentally, spiritually, and even physically, that I am
willing to let go of the fear and hurt and apply my
inner wisdom towards forgiveness even when I don’t
receive an apology or expression of regret. I have a
choice. I can choose to live in my higher self even
when those around me do not. I can being someone
into my life that will help me promote forgiveness and
help me avoid drama.

Additional steps to cooling down






Remove myself from the situation
Breath slowly and deeply
Go for a walk
Firmly tell myself to stop and detach from
my negative emotions
Ask for help from my inner wisdom to create
a new perspective

Becoming sensitive of the source of my
feelings
Feelings come from my unconscious. Understanding
my feelings helps me understand myself and others.
By respecting those feelings and questioning why I am
feeling a particular way, I can more easily put things
into a healthy perspective. To do this I need to:





Analyze the cause of my negative emotions.
Be sure I understand the situation
Go within to use my values to address the
situation
Once I determine these feelings are coming
from my lower nature, I go within to consult
my higher nature
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Going Within
Going within gets me in touch with my inner wisdom


Take the time to evaluate the situation before I
take action



In evaluating the situation I will use respect,
sympathy, and honesty towards myself & others



Determine what I need to do to gain a healthy
understanding of this person, situation, or
myself



Seek to understand with compassion, empathy,
and generosity



I will make a higher choice even if those
around me don’t

Use my inner wisdom to see things from a new
perspective.
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Seeing from a new perspective
Every human being has two natures, just like in the two
wolves story. These two natures are vying for our
attention. We can choose to listen to our inner wisdom
or our lower nature.
Seeing a situation from a new perspective is a useful
process in difficult circumstances. It is especially
effective in helping me to forgive others. This process
applies imagination to show me that many of the
perceived wrongs done by others are less infuriating
when I understand their perspective.

In the mind’s eye picture a
cave man — an angry man
with club upraised, breathing hate and animosity as
he looks fiercely just
ahead.
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Now enlarge the picture.
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In front of him crouches a saber-toothed
tiger. Behind him, a woman and two
children. Immediately you recognize
this man is protecting what he loves and
cherishes, but the man is the same in
both pictures. But in the second sketch
your perception is expanded to see the
larger picture.
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If you could only fathom the motives
of others, you would understand
them better.
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Taking Action
After careful consideration I may need to take some sort
of action before I am ready to let go. Some possibilities
are:


Speak out about injustice. I may need to protest an
injustice done to myself or someone else



Cut off relationships that interfere with my
personal growth. I may find that some relationships are doing too much damage and decide to
end them



Talk it out. I may want to share my needs with
the other person and see if we can work out a
conclusion that is satisfactory to both of us
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Communicating Calmly
Expressing anger, fear, violence, or agitation can
cause others to respond in their own negative manner.
Instead, I cool down first, then speak calmly to resolve
conflict. This approach can help build relationships.
Relationships are real, lasting, and worth the effort.

Practicing Peacemaking
Be gentle and respectful with others and myself


Calm down before I react



Listen to my feelings and be aware of my
emotions



Talk about how I feel and ask for what I need



Listen with an open heart to what others have
to say



Look for agreement



Be willing to consider the possibility that I am
partially responsible for the problem instead
of just blaming the other person



Make a sincere effort to understand the other
person’s viewpoint



Look for ways to solve the problem, not just
win the argument



Be willing to compromise
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Ways to forgive & promote peace
within myself


When I don’t live up to my values, I forgive myself and adjust



I will practice becoming increasingly
loyal to my values



I will forgive myself because I realize
that I am in the process of becoming a
better person



I won’t dwell on my mistakes, I will
learn from them



I will check in with my inner wisdom to
help promote peace in myself



I will face my fears. With courage and
strength from within, any fear can be
overcome



I will work to replace emotions that are
not serving me by cultivating peaceful
thoughts
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Ways to forgive & promote peace with
family & friends


Eradicate drama from my life while
embracing peacemaking



Get in the habit of promoting peace instead
of turmoil in my relationships



Work to prevent bullying of any kind



Encourage solutions rather than blame



Practice the values of forgiveness and
peacemaking instead of drama and conflict

Ways to promote peace
with community & world


Realize that the planet is in process—
civilization is evolving



Work to make the world a better place



Promote peaceful solutions



Be a visible advocate for peace



Find and promote a cause that matters to
you



Live your values
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Tools
For
Love
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Tools for Love
Love is personal and undefinable in many ways. It is
a process of becoming and changes throughout our
lifetime and experiences.
Love is only experienced through the ways it is expressed. For example, I may express love because:



I want to receive love in return



It feels good



My religion says I must



It brings happiness to others



I want to invite others to join in this journey
with me



It develops a wholeness in me to love even
more



It connects me to humanity



I want to be a living example of love for
others



I truly realize what love has brought into
my life



I begin to recognize the source of love
within me, an expression of my inner
wisdom
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Tools for Love
Love is the culmination of all values
The development of values within me helps me discover
a deeper meaning for love. The growing meanings
behind our ability to love emerge.
Here is an exercise: Take a few moments and give an
example of how the values below express love.
Affection

Compassion
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Kindness

Mercy
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Empathy

Forgiveness
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Respect

Service
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Tenderness

Understanding
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Ways I can Love Myself


Daily practice in service and forgiveness



Increasingly stay in contact with my higher self



Consciously become more loyal to the values I have
chosen



Train my mind, care for my body



Practice discernment on the ways I spend my time
so they can become healthy & productive



Spend time interacting with nature



Engage regularly in positive relationships



Spend time in some form of meditation

Ways I can Love Family & Friends


By learning to show and practice kindness



By finding opportunities to help those in need



By showing love through physical touch (eg.
backrub) and actions (finding car keys)



By showing love through verbal expression: “I love
you..” “You’re great. .” “I like how you. . .”



By listening with my higher self



By generously sharing materially and emotionally
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Ways I can Love My Community & World


By serving and volunteering in my community



By helping community members through random acts of kindness



By finding and playing a positive role in loving
groups. For example:
Truthseekers
Boys and Girls Clubs
Big Brothers/Sisters
Religious organizations
Youth and/or teen programs
Community service projects
Social Justice issues
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Techniques for
Growing
Community
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Truthseekers provides youth and young adults with a
safe, accepting supportive environment in which they
can explore meanings and values within a community of
their peers.
The Truthseekers community is not an insular group
separated from the rest of the world, but rather provides
a base from which our young people can engage the
world in positive ways.

Ways I can serve and help grow Truthseekers


Be a living example of the values that our
community has empowered me to discover



Introduce my family and friends to our
community



Present the Truthseekers curriculum to local
organizations such as community centers,
religious organizations, or schools



Get involved by finding a role to play in and for
Truthseekers



Engage in Truthseekers programs and promote
its growth.
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The result of participation with Truthseekers
is an independent
person who:



Has as a primary goal in life to grow in
the expression of progressively higher
values



Seeks and follows the guidance of the
spirit within



Acts to serve individuals, humankind,
and the planet



Keeps her or his mind and heart free of
anger, resentment, or grudges and
serves as a peacemaker



Experiences and expresses love, respect, and caring for others and himself
or herself



Maintains a robust and supportive community
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